Whiskey Options...
Bells
Gathered from whisky heartlands to include flavours like smoky sea salt of
the Islands and the fresh sweet malts of Speyside. Then expertly blended
with Blair Athol’s own rich, spiced and nutty malt to create Bell’s distinctive
blend It’s a recipe that dates back to the 19th century and has been raising
the bar – and been raised in bars – ever since.

Famous Grouse
A Famous, rich, sweet, well-rounded whisky which is golden, clear and
bright. Balanced oak, Sherry with a hint of citrus aromas. You will find it
medium and mature, full flavour with Speyside frutiness yet a dry finish.

Glenfairn - Single malt
Distilled at a single distillery on Islay located off the West coast of Scotland,
using malted barley and matured in oak casks. The Glenfairn Islay Single
Malt Scotch Whisky truly reflects the heritage and pride of Islay. It is
distinctive and peaty with aromas of salty sea spray, bonfire smoke, Bramley
apples and cinnamon; on the palate there are complex layers of allspice,
tangy pineapple, smoked dark chocolate and hints of balsamic dressing.

Jack Daniels
Described as a sipping whiskey and produced in Lynchburg, Tennessee, JD
use pure cave spring water and their unique ‘mellowing’ process which was
perfected by Jack Daniel in 1866, where it is filtered through maple charcoal,
giving it’s distinctive, more ‘mellow’ and sweeter flavour than bourbon

Johnny Walker - Red Label
Take in the spark of fresh zest from elegant Speyside and Highland malts in
the aromas of a classic Johnnie Walker Red Label. An exotic combination of
spicy cinnamon and fresh black pepper, which crackles on the centre of your
tongue. The flavours developing into a long and smoky finish – the signature
of all Johnnie Walker blends. Johnnie Walker Red Label is now the bestselling Scotch Whisky around the globe. Perfect for parties and get-togethers,
at home or going out.

Rock Oyster
Douglas Laing’s Rock Oyster is created using the finest maritime Malts
including those distilled on the esteemed Islands of Jura, Islay, Arran and
Orkney. Hints of candied citrus fruits with puffs of peat smoke and a sea-salt
tang. Rich and earthy developing to dried seaweed, oat biscuits and orange
zest on the pallette Finishing with sea spray, a gentle smokiness, charred oak
and malted barley

Timorous Beastie
Timorous Beastie 10 Years Old is a beautifully aged, Highland “Vatted” Malt,
that is proudly offered without colouring or chill-filtration. Bottled at 46.8%
alcohol strength, Timorous Beastie 10 Years Old’s tasting notes include spiced
autumnal fruit, complemented by honey, cereal and orange.

Cardhu -Gold reserve
Cardhu comes from one of the oldest of the Speyside distilleries, which
have nestled in foothills near the River Spey for 200 years. Members of the
Cardhu whisky family are lively in character and surprise with every sip.
Distinct honey on the nose with some clean, firm grain followed by rich malt.
Exotic fruit follows with mango and kiwi. Some grassiness and light note of
peat way in the background. Big entry into the mouth with immediate wave
of ripe malt which brings out some spicy notes and hints of vanilla. All the
while there seems to be a little rumble of peat way back in the rear. Soft,
satisfying finish

Tullamore Dew
Triple distilled and patiently aged in a combination of ex-bourbon and sherry
casks, this original blended Irish whiskey is known the world over for its
smooth and gentle complexity. Light, sweet citrus and green apple combined
with vanilla aromas. Early fresh fruit leads to a definite light spike followed
by some toasted wood which evolves into a delicious vanilla sweetness.
Finishing with almost buttery mellowness.

Glen Moray - Peated Single Malt
The intense and subtly-smoked expression of their Classic Single Malt, this
is the perfect easy-drinking introduction to peated whiskies. Matured in exbourbon casks for added spiciness. Complex layers of peaty smokiness with
vanilla, tangy rhubarb and hints of leather aromas. Instant peat smoke, lightly
spiced with creamy vanilla on the palete and a Long, sweet and spicy finish.

Jim Beam
Made to the same formula since 1795, this giant of the bourbon category is
aged for four years in oak barrels to create a smooth, mellow taste with
hints of spice. Quite sweet with gentle notes of vanilla and cut hay, a touch
of fresh corn fields and a little cereal sweetness, like the bluegrass fields of
Kentucky in aroma. Good body with notes of toasty oak and all the requisite
notes of vanilla and crème anglaise, a little spice and pepper with an
acetone note on the palette, And a finish of Toasty oak and resin with a some
sweetness

Scallywag
Douglas Laing’s Scallywag is a Small Batch bottling created using only the
finest Speyside Malts including - amongst others - Mortlach, Macallan and
Glenrothes. Bottled at 46% alcohol strength and non chill-filtered, this Small
Batch bottling has a distinct rich, dark colour - extracted from the many
fine Spanish Sherry Butts used during maturation. the result is a Malt with
a richly spiced character, fused with vanilla (from the bourbon casks used),
sweet stewed fruit, Christmas pudding, dark chocolate, zesty orange
and sweet tobacco.

Glenmorangie - Single Malt
This award-winning single malt has a nose of mandarin, lemon and peach
softened by vanilla, alongside herbal and floral notes. Silken textures bring
forth tastes of creamy vanilla that balance with coconut, almonds and honey,
before a gentle, lingering finish.

Jura Journey
A few miles off the West Coast of Scotland you’ll find the isle of Jura. Home
to 200 islanders, one road, one pub and one distillery. Jura Journey is a
refined balance of rich fruit and gentle smoky notes. Amber gold in colour
with aromas of vanilla spice, citrus and a hint of sea spray, followed by
cinnamon, pears, pecans and toffee fudge in the aftertaste.

Bulliet

Bulleit Bourbon is inspired by the whiskey pioneered by Augustus Bulleit
over 150 years ago. The subtlety and complexity of Bulleit Bourbon come
from its unique blend of rye, corn, and barley malt, along with special strains
of yeast and pure Kentuck y limestone filtered water. Due to its especially
high rye content, Bulleit Bourbon has a bold, spicy character with a finish
that’s distinctively clean and smooth. Medium amber in colour, with gentle
spiciness and sweet oak aromas. palate is smooth with tones of maple, oak,
and nutmeg. Finish is long, dry, and satiny with a light toffee flavour.

